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An Investigation of the Effects 
of Externally and Intrapsychically 
Induced Stress on Projective Drawings 
Robert L. Duncan 
I Loyola University of Chicago 
~ 
I 
f Despite reports of eQuivocal research findings, the Draw-
~ ~ A-Person Test is the second most frequently used ,!~st in clinics 
~ 
~throughout the country (Sundberg, 1961 ) • Figure;J<;lrawing pro-
cedures have frequently been employed by clinicl,.a,n$, f'or the 
assessment of anxiety, particularly through thenµ,fte.of.specific I signs or inipres si oni s tic cues (Bue k, 1948 ; Mac b.ovJ~, 1949) , 
"Swensen (1957) reviewed ten stuaies aealing with anxiety and/or 
conflict indicators and concluded that Machover's hypotheses re-
1f~h , 
garding such indexes were not supported~ Handler ~·nd Reyher 
. '.1 .T~·':.:,4:'f~.',: 
i ( 1965) came to somewhat different conclusions· fr~lii ··their review 
of 51 studies that included 21 indezes of anJtt~~; on the DAP. 
They found that omission, distortion, detail iosi, iine pressure I increase, heavy line, size inc,rease and decfea.~~, head simplifi-
1
1 cation, and trunk simplification have consistently yielded sig-
nificant results in the expected directiori c£~c;ease indicates 
~ j anxiety). Evidence was less consistent for reinforcement, line 
i discontinuity, light line, vertical imbalance, deline~tion line 
~ ~ absence, and transp:::.rency. 
1 
I 
~ 
i ~ 
2 
In a second review, Swensen (1968) tended to dismiss such 
~structural and formal indexes on the basis of unreliability. And, I 
I indeed, one of the major difficulties in DAP research is the lack, 
i I lof a reliable, wideJy-used scoring system. Recently, however a I 
~carefully developed manual for scoring anxiety indexes has been 
~presented by Handler (1967). Such an instrument could serve to 
s 
~correct for the methodological weakness described by Swensen, 
;, I thereby justifying ·additional research on structural and formal 
~indexes of anxiety. Furthermore, little has been done to assess 
!the effects of induced anxiety on such indexes in the drawings of 
~ ~young children. It is with this last problem that this paper 
~ 
Ideals. 
!General Review of the Literature • I A wave of studies concerned specifically with anxiety in-
~ dexes in the Draw-a-Person began wit~~Hoyt and Ba':'on's study 
; . ~ f. ' • 
(1959). That study attempted to determine whether various indexes 
cli:a.ically employeu by 3uck and/or Machover to diagnose anxiety 
·, '· 
.were valid using the Taylor Manifest Anxiety scale (MAS) as a 
criterion. They utilized a refined scoring manual which provided 
psychometric measurement of placement, type of line, reinforce-
ment, shading, erasure, size of head, relative size of hesd to 
fi0ure, omissions, and proportion (Hoyt, 1955). Their findi~gs 
with female psychiatric admissions showed placement and size to 
be significantly related to MAS scores. None of the other charac 
teristics significantly differenti3ted between the anxious and 
g 
3 ' j jnonanxious patients. Mogar (1962) tried unsuccessfully to repli- I 
~cate Hoyt and Baron's study. ~ I I Then Handler and Reyher (1964) developed a scale of anxiety I, 
;indexes which is a modification of both the Hoyt (1955) and the I 
~ Goldworth (1950} scc;les. They hypothesized that external stress I 
~ i lapplied on college students would increase manifestations of an- i 
~xiety on the DAP. They also hypothesi~ed two sou~ces of these I 
lmanifestations of anxiety: a) the laboratory stress ~ituation, anJ 
~b) anxiety producing intrapsychic processes, activa~ed by drawing 
I I the human figure. Fifty-seven male college stude.p~a 1 drew a male, 
~ ~ ~female, and automobile under stress and nonstress~··~:'1Pndi tions. 
!Both hypotheses were supported; 15 and 11 of th!lt,.;l1ndexes s1g-
~ lnificantly differentiated between stress and no:P,t-3,tr;ess. conditions 
~ lfor the male and female drawings respectively. Five indexes dif-
lferentiated in the opposite direction. 
I Handler and Reyher (1965) reviewed 51 studl-~ pf human figure! 
'drawings witb. reference to 21 anxiety indexes. c1h_ey concluded 
1that on the whole research results seemed to uptJ.9ld the validity rl 
of a number of anxiety indexes. A total of. 147:. findings were in 
agreement with traditional interpretation while only 30 findings 
iwere significant .in tae opposite direction,, an4 78 findings were 
lnonsignificnnt. I Handler ani Reyher (1966) had 96 male college students draw 
~a l!:an, a woman, and an autornobile while continuous galvanic skin 
responses (GSR's) were obtained. A significant difference was 
e 4 I found in the degree of anxiety for the three drawings. The auto-
" 
M I mobile drawine yielded the lowest level of anxiety, and the draw-
" ~ ling of the woman the highest level of anxiety. Adaptation dif-
" ~ ferences were found for 7 of the graphic anxiety indexes. Low 
I !but significant correlations were found between io'of the 23 pos-
J sible graphic ic.de1ces and either GSR frequency or conductance. I Handler (1967) presented a scoring manual fo:t anxiety indexe"' 
,, in the DAP, based in part on the work of Hoyt and of Goldworth. l '' ,; "'' ' ,. ' i He described 20 indexes of anxiety, and suggested'.~~~ernative 
j sco~ing pro~edures for some indexes. The scorin~ •. 2~~ia based on 
,botn a 4-point scale and a 2-point scale. Interra,}er reliabili-
"'·'.·.<: 
·I ::·:h::n.~::h:::: ;~:4:~ :::::a :::::t::::x::d w~;;:::~::P::::a::ly I 
~ 
drawings. 
In reviewing resenrch evidence relevant tb:.:·:~tb.e~~:Y.alidi ty of 
, "'!· , . Y" ,, ii(:,;, ( ' . 
: structural and formal indexes (which include anxl'e'ty indexes)' 
Swensen (196(3) stated that because of the_ low1 "1·~11~b111 ties of 
. ,, J;, """-. 
·these indicators (varying mostly between .30 and~.r~50) it could be I 
ex pee t eti t hn t they 1-10uld not eons is ten tly rlll~'t'~ '' $ igtJ.l. f i can tly to j I other measures of personality or behavior. Inc h'is 1957 survey of! 
, '··· .,,, ,. ,. . I 
the literature he found conflicting eviden6~',"oi t'ed for such chara...J 
' 'fl'A '1,\' ',,:'. <'' ·,., ·· 
Gteristtcs as size, stance, perspective, an'C.1.>"type of lines. He 
' caure to much the same conclusio~1 in his i963' r·eview of the li tera-l 
ture. Ha:ndler a.:nd Reyher (1965) also fouhh tonflicting results 
for such s truc:tural characteristics as i3tfil'd~lng, erasures, size, 
r-
' 5 • I placement, and line <iuali ty. Since the reliability of t<iese in- I 
ldicntors is lower tnan the reliability of global ratingsi the ap-
1
1 
lpropriate conclusion would appear to be that these conflicting · 
I rec.ml ts are a function of the relatlve unreliability of these I ~ i ~aspects of drawin8s• However, Handler and Reyher(l964) suggeste~ 
1~ alternative explanation, i.e., the conflicting results might II 
Ivery well be explained by differences in the sub~~at's characte-l ristic mode of approach to stress situations - wnether he copes 
1
1 
with or avoids stress. They cited results from Hamm.er (1959), 
:Handler (1966) and Magar (1962) which indicate a~>i.nherent dan-
1 ger and fallacy in assigning but a single rneariing;~~~o the presence 
of an index of anxiety. They also suggested th.a:~if;ne rather puz- f 
. zling conflicting :findings re:sarding such index;ts fas shading and I ~ erasure may mirror differ en ti al reac tio:ns to s tii'1ss~ In experi- . I . ,., . , I men ts where stress is particularly strong, or :w:n:nr$U\)j.ects or I I pa ti en ts are under severe anxiety, a wi thdrawal.;J,'!e1;1.ponse might be 
f expected. With subjects i4hose anxiety is mild::t~f a coping de-
1 fense (and the presence of these indexes) m1g~i1~e expected. In I 
I addition, part of the reason for some of the, ~ns1gnificant find-~ine;s reported may be the differential inter~~b>ject response to 
g . I I stress discussed above. Thus, if some subj·e,9ts cope with anxiety I I by shading wilereas others withdrew and tb.a:i: .. efQ:re do not shade, th1· 
I result is very likely to be a neutralizingrcancellation effect, 
~which shows up as a statistically nonsignificant finding. Hence I 
~ 
• 
l1t seems prem:;iture to dismiss structuraLS.rid formal signs on the 
basis of unreliability. 
Another difficulty in assessing the studies using structural j 
~and formal indexes is the wide variation in scoring standards fro~ 
I I I ~ ~study to study. This is largely because experimenters in this I 
~ i I aren have not published their scoring methods. Furthermore, most I 
rese2rchers have not even attempted to construct measures that ar, 
reasonably quc.ntitative. Fortunately, however, Handler and Reyhe!J 
~ 
(1967) have corrected for this lack of formal publishing scoring I 
criteria by presenting a detailed scoring manual for structural 
and formal indexes of anxiety. Their scoring is distinctly more 
quantitative than previous methods. The existence of 
as well as the mitigating factors previously cited in 
this manual I 
explanation · 
iof 
> ' '·, 
'.;r .. ~ >', •. : ,; 
I SeBl1l! the seeming unreliability of structural and formal indexes 
i to justify renewed effort in research on such indexes. 
; ..i . ::.~ 
Accordingly, this study explored~the effects of stress on 
)•;'' 
: \ ,, I 11 of the 20 formal indexes of anxiety formulated.'by Handler · 
I (1967). These 11 were chosen either because they evidence better 
construct validity, and/or because they are comparable across difJ. 
:ferent types of drawings. They are as follows: distortion (D), 
detail loss (DJ.,), delinec:ition line :::i.bsense (DLA}, ers.sure (B), 
~e~vy line-15.ght line (HL-LL), line discontinuity (LD), omission 
t1 I ( O), place:nen t (P), shading 
~ (VI) • Rcses.rc J relevant to 
§ 
itollowing section. 
(S), size (SZ), and vertical imbalanc' 
these variables is surveyed in the 
I . f s · f. v · · i IRev10w o peci_10 ariao es 
7 
ij-
m I Distortion. ~istortion ha• been interpreted as indicating I 
! t:·w t a subject is suffering a severe emotional upheaval (Hammer, : 
i !, i 1958). It is chsracterized by body parts being drawn out of pro- ! I portion·, parts not connected to the body, and parts drawn in in- I ! appropriate areas of the body. Handler and Re;yhe1 (1965) and I 
lswensen (196'.~) found that a majority of the studies investigating I 
e I I tl1is variable reported significant relationships between dis tor-
. . . I tion and other behavioral measures. 
Hiler and Nesvig (1965) found distorted figures significantly' 
~more frequently drawn by disturbed adole,scents thall. by normal 
I Lil>i I adolescents. Bodwin and Bruck (1960) found that adol~scents with i 
' ' ',, ,, ~ 
fi ' 
llow self-conuept more often drew distorted figures than adoles-i - ' ,, 
!cents with a high self-concept. Koppitz (1966a, 1966b) found I that disturbed childre:1 were more likely to dra~/":;lstorted 
I I figures than normal children, and that children ,who drew poorly 
;integrated figures had lower achievJnent in the :f'i~st grade. 
e ~~ 
iHandler and Reyher (1964) found that subjects 1nwhom anxiety had 
.5 '.' ~ 
~ lbeen induced were significantly more likely t~ draw distorted 
!drawings t~ian undernonstressful conditions. Kahn and Jones (1965)j 
~ ' I ~found that among subjects b.eihg screened for admission to a psy-
l chiatric hospital those who drew distortedJar~wings were more 
~ 
!likely to be admitted. Large et al. (1958) found that 55% of a 
g 
le;roup of inntitutionalized aged tended to draw distorted figures. 
I . 
1 Van and Eisen (1962) found that well-adjusted kindergarten 
distortion of the drawings is an external manife~~at1on of severe 
I emotional disruption. 
I Detail Loss. Detail loss is not to be. confu11e,d with omission I 
1
1 l~hich refers to the absence of any essential body,area. Detail I 
I ~oss is ~cored for the -~resence or absence of a~y .item not scored 
I.Lor omission (e.g., ite'L's such as pockets, buttons, fingernails, 
I collar, or tie). It is best scored wi1.en two drawin.g productions froc the same individual are being compared. 
Handler and Reyher (1965), reviewing studies involving the 
detail loss index, found significant results in. the expected 
direction (increased detail loss with increasing anxiety) for 11 
~out of 12 studies. For instance, .Anastasi and Foley (1944) re-
~ 
~ I ported that drawL~gs showing moderate detail were much more com-
1 •on among normals. Blkiscri (19~) found maladjustment to be evi-
i denced in cl1.ildren' s drm~ings tr1at were overly simple. Handler 
and Reyher (1965), in comparing drawings~obtained from college 
• 
9 
!males under stres• end nonstress conditions indicated that signi-
r-jficantly more detail loss was present in the stress drawings. 
~ Delineation Line Absence. Thi~ index refers to the absence 6£: 
l11nes on the body which divide it into various areas (e.g., cuff I ~ i 
~lines; line indicating belt; line indicating collar). Handler and I 
! I ~ """'eyher ( 196L~) found significantly more DLA in drawings following ~ I I 
lstress conditions as compared to nonstress condttdns; the diffe- I I rence was significant at the .05 level or bettar .. 'ifoi- female and I I auto drawings and just missed significance for·::thefmale drawings. I 
' . I The same authors (1965) in reviewing the literat~re found 4 out 
lof 5 studies supporting delineation line as anPA~jiety indicator. 
!Handler and Reyher (1966) in another ex:perimentz.t.fo.urid significant 
! differences between drawings of a male, female;. _a'llltlSautomobile 
t 
r,with the automobile showing least delineation·lD~e absence and 
the woman the most. 
. . . ' 
I . Erasure. Erasures are supposed to indicatl~e~l1ct and anxiej 
~ ty. Swensen (1957) re_::Jorted nonsigniflcant res-ttl:ts from _erasures ,I 
lbut in a later review Swensen (1963) found the signi·ficant and I' I nonsignif leant studies about evenly di vi de~~, :,~a.ndl.er and Rey.her 
1 ~ i (1965) in reviewing studies of erasure found }.~;in agreement with 
i I traditional clinical interpretation, 4 
f 
'land 7 with nonsi~nificant findings. 
with opposite findings, 
I • 
They suggested that the 
p I "opposite" results uv=;y be explained by the,:fact that with some 
I ~subject erasures could represent an adaptive, coping responseo 
~ . 
ti I And Swensen 0.963) indicated that erasures are found mostly in 
I drawings of good qua~i ty, and are conf,ound~d with the adj,ustment 
10 
vnriable. 
:Bodwin and Brucl{'. ( 1960) found that erasures significantly 
ldifferentiated adolescents with a high self-concept from those 
!with a low self-concept. Magar (1962) failed to find erasures I 
lrelated to Manifest Anxiety scale scores.in psychiatric patients. ,, 
I! Handler and Reyher (1964) found significantly more erasures on the male and female figures drawn by male undergraduates than on I 
f the more affectively neutral dravdngs of an automobile. Handler 
land Reyher (1966) found erasure concistentiy nega~ively corre-
lated with GSR frequency. 
Heavy Line - Light Line. This index indiola,ted::,the heaviness 
~of line overall for a particular drawing. Sweil.~:,1,1: (l9~7) reporte~ 
conflicting findic:gs regarding line quality. Ip. reviewing studies I 
since 1957, Swensen ( 1968) concluded that findings -w,ere conflic- I 
ting, al though more were significant than no.t•:<1. a~dler and Rey-
1 her (1965) also reviewed studies on line h.eav.in~s:s .;and reported 
conflicting findings, but with substantially more significant tha~ 
insignificant results reported. 
i Handler and Reyher (1964) observed tha.t· l,.\:n¢1.er induced stress · I line hevincss increased. However, Goldstein, ru+d Rawn (1957) in- I I duced stress in subjects, but found that ~t·pad no effect on line 1 
I pressure. Handler and Reyher (1966) found significant differen-
1 ces for line qunli ty be two en dra1vings of aIJ, automobile and dra\1-
.i , 
;1. f ~ ings o· a person. 
Line Discontinuity. This variable refers to the frequency of 
rr.<<'·· V •"'" =<~G: .. C<•·~•,•> ~>•W<_,,~""-~<'~~,. ~<>··~; ~r~=-"'-"""""~'"'--»W,_.,....,..,,....,,.,,..,,"""" , ... 
,. r 
Jli!'.~M!'~~~~-~1 
~ 
~~·· ~j' 
f• 
11 
broken lines used in the drawinG and to the spaces left between 
vurious body parts. Handler and Reyher (1965) found line dis-
continuity significant in 5 out of 7 studies. Swensen (1963) 
I found significance in 2 out of 4 studies. Bodwin and Bruck (1960) I found adolescents ui th low self-concepts as determined by inter-
! view were more likely ta draw figures with sketchy lines than sub-l 
ljects with high self-concepts. Exner (1962) found that neurotics 
land character disorders urew sketchy lines. Handier and Reyher 
9 
, .. \( >, ; (1964) founu signficantly greater line discontinuity on stress-
condi tion as compared to nonstress-condi tion drawiri.'gs for male 
figure drawings usL:g a college male population. They obtained 
' ., { ,· \~ ·~35 /,~, : 
. no significant differences between stress and nonstress condition I for the drawings of an automobile and a female;• 
I• Omission. This index is scored if there is ·~n omission of an essential body area or when the figure is placed 's'o that one or 
ij 
~ i ;· ...... • .. . 
1more essential body areas have been cut off by the ~dge of the 
I paper. , I Swensen (1957) did not summarize the results of omissions peIJ 
jse, but Handler and Reyher (1965) reported 22 out of 24 studies 
~ ' ' I indicating significant results for omissions .• Swensen (1968) 
~ ~found a majority of studies reporting significant results for 
~ 
a 
~omission. I Looking more closely at specific findings: Hammer (1953) 
~ 
;j ~ found omissions r8la ted to usinir defenses of withdrawal and feel- , 
. ~ ' 
lings of emptiness. Kopp1tz (1966a, 1966b, 19660) found disturbed 
12 
children more likely to omit various items from their drawings ,. 
than normal children. Handler and Reyher (1964) found male under-1 
graduates were more likely to omit details from thei~ drawings of I 
the male figure when they ~ere subjected to stress. Hiler and 
Nesvig (1965) found tt1at disturbed adolescents were more likely 
to omit essential details from their drawings than were normals. 
vane and Eisen (1962) found that poorly adusted kindergarten 
children were more likely to omit essential body parts from their 
drawL:i.e;s than were well-adjus-ted children. Magar (1962) found a 
small but positive relationship bet~een scores on the Manifest 
Anxiety scale and omissions. 
On the other hand, Hoyt and Baro;:.: (1953) found no signifioan 
irelationship between omissions and Hanifest Anxiety scale scores. 
i·1cHugh (1966) found no significant differen:.?es between normal 
children and children with conduct disturbances in terms of omis-
sions. Exner ( 19b2) found no differences between .norm~ls., and I patients ui tn diagnosed neuroses or character diaordt>f~ o~ omis-
f sions and no difference between normal control sµbje,o~~ and. sub-
~ 
I jects un.dergoinz stress in omitting details from t.~e~rdrawings. 
I Bieliauskas and Kirkham -(1958) found no increa,~e in.,\ omissions ~ ~among children with organic disorders. i -
i Placement. Placement refers to where tQ.~ flU~~ect places a I drawinc; on the paper. Macl-iover (1949) SU$ge,~ted that placement 
I hish on the page indicated optimism while pl:cement low on the 
page indicated pessimism. Swensen (1$\?'tll$';{f,?Und that these hypo-
r r .,.,,,,-•N·"~ .... ~'"'_,__,,~_.,.,,,~,~"-""'.-'"'_..&~~--'''-"''"""""""""""""°""""""',,_.'....---",__,,,,,,, ____ ",_.,. .,,_._........,M.,..,...~"'"'"'"''_.,__,_~,.o-: 
13 
theses concerning pl0cement were not supported. Starr and Har-
louse (1959) failed to find it reliable for college students. 
11r2mner and Kaplan (1966) 8tndylng 1300 school children did not I find that the placement of figure on the page ~s beyond chance 
~reliability. Handler and Revher (1965) renorted seven studies ~ v ~ 
lsupportinc; the hypotheses concerning placement and e1ght studies 
I 
I 
I 
i 
i 
i 
i I 
or producing conflicting evi-! either not supporting the hypotheses 
·de.nee. Swensen (1968) found 9 out of 15 studies-:re.porting signi-
ficant findings. 
1'he work of Dennis ( 1953) and of Dennis and .. Ra.skin (1960 L 
may help to explain these diverse results. They found that the 
location of the drawing on the page is influenoed~bJ handwriting 
habits. Thus, although the locution of the dra1'11ngs on the page 
may be related to the personality factors, handwriting habits may 
obscure these factors. 
Two studies suggest that a tendency to pl~O!.·the figure in 
the upper left is related to anxiety; (Handler &1·1\tyb.er, 1964; Hoyt! 
. I 
& ,:, in5·') :Jaron, ;:; . • Handler and Reyher induced expe-rtmental anxiety, 
and confirmed the presence of anxiety with GSP _measures, while 
Hoyt and Baron correlated the DAP ·Hi th scores· on, the Manifest 
i JAnxiety scale. Hoc;ar (1962) attempted to replicate the Hoyt and 
t 
fnaron study but was not successful, and Exner (1962) failed to 
I lfind placement significantly affected in sub3ects in which anxiety 
; 
hms induced. 
~ 
McHugh (~963a, 1966) reported that Negre· children tended to 
; 14 
~ i drmv figures farther from the right margin than white children, 
ij 
~ 
land children with conduct disturbances tended to draw figures 
~ 
lcloser to the bottom of the page. Bradfield (1964) found that 
J 
~withdrawn, acting-out, and 
~ 
underachieving children tended to place! 
I ~ ura·wings on the left s l de. 
ti 
Crippled children (Wysocki & Whitney, 
i1965) drew at the extremities of the page, while noninstitutiona-
~ 
llized aged subjects drew figures closer to the center of the page.
1 \j 
I~ Hoi.rnver, Gray and Pepi tone (1964) found no relationship be-tween self-esteem and placement; Exner (1962) found.no relation-
lship between neurosis and/or character disorder;and placement, 
i Cradd ick ( 1962) found criminal psychpa thy unrelated: .. to placement, I and 'l'aylor ( 1960) failed to find a difference between s.tudents 
i
i.· and patients in the placement of experimental figtir.e~.~on the page.1 
Shading,. This index involves the use of llgli1;.;.ll1nes to ac-
f cen tuate a particular part of the figure drawn. ; (:cI.t' is most com-
~ ~manly used in drRwinG the hair and in delineat1n1€t"bb';dy contours. 
i 
;shading has been supposed to be indicative of' an~aty. Swensen 
I (1957) reported nonsignificant results. Handler and Reyher (1965)i. 
I greported equal numbers of studies reporting significant, nonsig-
1 
lnificant, and conflicting results. Swensen .in tli.s .later review 
~ 
.~(1968) found nonsignificant results predominating, but noted 
~ ~ I that even though shading may indicate anxie,t~t,: the fact that its 
lpresence is limited to drawings of good quality confounds it 
~ 
.~ ~with the adjusblent variable. Koppitz (1966) found that children ~ ~ I with adjustment problems drew significantly more figures with 
15 I _ . r 
lshaaing than did well-adjusted children. Wysocki and Whitney 1.· 
~ I (1965)~~e:~rted tiat crippled children shaded more than noncrip-
1
. 
lpled cn1l~ren. Handler and Reyher (1964) found significantly 
I~ mori~ shcding on tho dra1-Jing of a male by college males than on I the drawing of an automobile, which is supposed to be less anxieti I I arousing. I 
I On the ne~ative side, J.:cHugh (1966) found no difference in 
·shading between normal children and children with-conduct distur-
bances. Hiler and Nesvig (1965) found no difference in shading 
bet·ween normal and disturbed adolescents. Handler and Reyher 
(1965) reported shading significantly negatively correlated with 
i GSR, supposedly an anxiety indicator. They took this finding to i I · . I i mean that shading might reflect an adaptive and,·:f'lexible response i 
I to task demands rather than anxiety. Graddick, •Leip~ld and Caca-1 
. vas (1962) found a significant relationship between shading and i 
anxiety as rated by judges from the drawings, but·~f'Ound no rela- I 
I tionshio between either shading or the judge's anxiety ratings 
land sco:es on the Manifest Anxiety scale. 
~ I Size. This dimension is self-explanatory, 1.e., it is the 
I height, and in some studies the width of the drawingo Both 
~ 
IMachover (1949) and Hammer (1958) asserted that size is related 
i I to self-esteem and energy level with high self~esteem subjects 
r 1drawing larger figures. 
i l In reviewing the literature, Swensen (1957) and Handler and 
Reyher (1965)· both reported conflicting results. Swensen (1968) 
' 
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~sun~arized as follows: 
~ 
I ~ 
i 
i 
~ 
i' ~ 
~ 
" ••• The size of the dra.wings does seem to reflect 
self-estee~ and probably fantasied self-inflation, 
but with an inconstancy that is the reflection of 
the relative lack of reliability of the size of the 
dr'.xwings. 11 ( p. 30) 
I Looking more closely at s~ecific studies; Gray and Pepitone 
'(1964) experimentally manipulated self-esteem and found that 
~high self-esteem subjects' dra-wings covered significantly more 
I area than low self-esteem subjects' drawings. Laltin(l960} re-
ported that the noninstitutionalized aged drew. Hlrgerand taller 
figures than the institutionalized aged. 
1 McHugh (1963a) found ti1at Puerto Rican ch{ldren· drew signi-
1 ficantly shorter figures than white children, but( Negro children I 
I ( 66 ) , • t::t . I did not do so. Koppitz 19 a found that shy·cn~idren drew smal~ I figures, and Lewinsohn (1964) found that depresS'ell" patients also 
drew small figures. , 
McHugh (1966) found that children sufferingi::tbm conduct dis 
turbances did draw larger figures tl;ian neurotib C'Mldren from a 
mental heal th clinic. On the other hand Ex:her;:;il;1962) found no 
I relationship between size and diagnosis of cb.arhct·er disorder. I Resnikoff and ifocholas (1953) found no rela·t:ionship between size 
!and carefully determined behavioral indicat£ons of paranoid patho-j 
l1ogy. Craddick (1962) found no relationshij~•itween size and cri-
1 minal psycbopa thy, and Goldstein and RawnY{l957l found no tend enc;/: 
I to increase the size of the drawings 1n subjects affected by expeJ 
rimentally induced ag~ressiveness. 
'· 
'•""'"'"ti£'"'·; ,,.,_)<!f<-~llJl;""n-.;.".".'"''1'":. .. r':,._,..__ • .,.~".*;~~,jr:;:•'l;'$>-"A'1\"F'"c;<!.l~!i!!!ti---.."'f.Z.~~.~";.':.:;~~~«J.~~~~~~111';'*'~'°·~·,ot.~.;$<'llt~~:;r.Af,::!Jil::t~'!'."KHl~.;-•• ~ 
~ 
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as: 
A variety of other studies found size related to sucb things I 
father being present in the boy's home (Lawton & Sechrest, ~· 
1962) ; 
~ ~ 1962) ; 
e 
presence of brain tumor (~aybry, 1964); mental age (Zuk, 
being a well-adjusted child (Koppitz, 1966b). i On the other hand, size has been found to not be related to: 
I diagnostic categories of mental illness or chronicity of illness ~ (Strumpfer, 1963; Strumpfer and Nochols, 1962); school achieve-
lment (Shry, 1966) or the seeking of a furlough from a Veterans 
Administration domiciliary center (Apferdorf et e.l,, 1966). 
I 
I 
r 
• 
Vertical Imbalance. This measure l"efers to the stance taken I 
lby the figure, that is, whether the figure is rel.~ively vertical! 
I :::t::::• :: b::~::: e:n:: .:::: p :::::: ::g i:: t:~::::;: :~~::9 ~:s ::• I 
I cure subj octs drawing figures that are falling, d?,wn or floating. j i The earlier review by'Swensen (1957) found tQ.e results of 
I . . ~research on stance to be inconclusive. However,. Swensen's later 
~ . . . . . . I review (1968) showed that reseerch performed in th.e past 10 years I 
g . .. § i had prod.uc:ed more signific~nt than . nonsign1f~~ant results; this 
1
1 
I provides support for stance being related to ~nseourity. i . . .,,, .. . . 
~ Regarding i-:i.achovert s hypotheses, Kahn and, Jones (1965) found! 
~ ' ,1, ~ i 
~ vertical imbalance sufficiently related to judged severity of illi 
iness t~at it could predict admission to a m,~tal hospital. Koppitd 
~ (1966a, 1966b) found that imbalance differentiated between normal I 
~ child1~en and children with behavior problems and that it was 
I ~ I nificantly re.lated to school achievement"~ .Handler and Reyher l I . 
sig-
18 . I (1966) found vertical imbalance significantly affected by induced ! 
I anxiety. 
I The two studies yielding negative results had children as I subjects: Bieliauskas and Kirkham (1958) failed to differentiate 
I between normal and disturbed children on the basis of vertical I balance. A ..vid Hiler and Nesvig (196_5) failed to distinguish be-
5 
~ ~tween normal and disturbed adolescents on the ba~~s of imbalance. 
Sui::irnarizin.g research studies on the 11 index:es, omission, 
distortion, detail loss, and to a so!;rnwha_t lesser :\extent size in-
• crease and decrease, and line dis continuity hav~ 'comf1st~ntly 
yielded significant results in the expected dilfeotion· (increased 
~omission, distortion, etc., indicated anxiety).: KTii'e ·1-evidence is I somewhat less consistent for light line, verticaiUi'fnhalance and 
' ldelineation line absence. With regard to shading, erasure, and 
lplacement, the evidence is conflicti'::g. 
~ ~ 
• i Hethodolo.>':ical Cons id era tions 
I 
I 
' I
v, 
n 
i 
I I ~ '.I.1huG far, ,.,.;,·•i ....... in this survey, studies relevatit·,to "the reliabili ty1 
N : ~"·"~:, .,.: 
land validity of anxiety indexes have been con•~dered. However, 
~ 
~methodological developments in DAP research h~ve yet to be re-
~ ~ 
t:viewed. 
" 
·~ " An important aspect of methodology' 1it -assessing anxiety 
E 
the DAP is the use of an actual stress: situation. 
Only a few studies have employed som~·type of actual stress 
" tsituation, either ;:iatural or laboratory-ihduced. Cassel et al. 
~ I (1958) assumed tb.at the examiner had an :tilhibiting·· effect upon 
19' 
the subject, so they had the examiner leave the room while the 
subject Jrew. 
il18S obtained 
They fouQd more deviant signs were present in drawl 
while the examiner was absent. Handler and Reyher I 
(1964) found a si3nificant increa3e i( number of indicators of 
·anxiety when the subjects were placed in a stressful situation. 
Goldstein and Rawn (1957) found an increase in signs of aggres -
sion when their subjects, state hospital atten~ants, were told 
that they would have to work longer hours without'' an increase in 
pay. Exner (1962) found that a group of normal~ ln which fear 
was induced by puncturing their fingers for a blood sample :pro-
duced as much shading in their drawings as a group:. of neurotics. 
'I1tiese studies suggest that the induction of anxle'ty &r fear ap-
! 
I 
I pears to produce a significant change in the ftgure a subject 
I draws. 
Reyher ( 1959) hypothesized tlia t anxiety ind•xes in drawings 1 
.were due to two sources of stress, one bein~ intra.psychic conflic I 
the other being externally induced.; However, he'hoted that it is 
~difficult to deter.nine waich source is primar11.y,operative. I Reyher proposed that an automobile drawing,'miglit be used as a 
I control or base line from which to evaluate tht relative contri-
1 butions of psychodynamic factors and external factors. He hypo-
s i thesized t:1at the drawing of an automobile is a relatively neu-
1 tral task of approximately equal difficulty (to DAP) and is there 
~ ~ fore less sub J. cc t to pro j ec ti on than a human fi~~ure drawing. 
~ ~ 
J Oonfirma tion of this idea was provided by Handler and Reyher 
1 bssed on college ~el~s drawings of an automobile and a male. They I 
then determined that under external stress conditions the automo- I 
I I bile drswi~g showed far less anxiety indexes than did either 2ale I 
~ ~ 
ior female drawings. Handler and Reyher (1966) cited additional I 
I support £or their hypothesis in that GSR frequency while the sub- I 
ject drew the human figure was significantly greater than for I 
i the autotnobile; they also found significant difference's between i 
· the 1l:l:ree types of dra11ings ou the sum"1ed anxl e ty · ind ica to rs. I 
Lair and Trapp ( 1960) hypothesized that mpae·r~·s~odnj~0s0tmepdarsuebd jwe1ctths I would deteriorate more in their drawing of a 
. their drawing of the house on the House-Tree-Per~bi (H-T-P) than I 
!would normal subjects. They found that subjects~8id produce 
~ ~person drawings that I found no significant were inferior to their hoti.~e·:arawings but i differences between adjustad· S.:iici maladjusted i 
I subjects. 
~ ~ 
··t· . 
r-/ 
'< ..... 
The above studies represent a promising dev~i6pment in at-
I ~tempts to determine the sources of stress. Ho~ever, the problem 
I consisted with inducing stress require considef~tion. Levitt 
~ j ( 1967) reported that the im::ne:lia te problem 1ir· artificially induc- 1 
. I ~ .. ~ ing anxiety is to find a tect1nique that has a· reasonable probabi- l 
g 
~ 
clity of stressing the subject appropriately. He indicated that 
ro 
• ~ 
~ the two most coIIL'::::::nly used me th.ods involve either pain or failure ,j 
i ~or threat of pain or failure. While noting that artificial 
',; 
~ I methods of inP,ucin8 anxiety fail to produ.ce. reactions of the 
i 
21 
scope and intensity found in naturally occurring situations, he 
stated that an effect equal to natural stress is not required. 
All that is needed is to provoke anxiety sufficient to measurably I 
i 
affect his criterion measure. Handler and Reyher (1965) point I 
M 
out yet another difficulty, namely, that it is difficult to find I 
~ 
a stress situation which will activate intrapsychic stress to a 
greater degree than external stress. 
Heath (1960) presented the Phrase A3sociation Test (PT) as al 
promising objective research tool for the measurement -0f defensivd 
activity in different anxiety arousing areas and ;f'or~the identifi~ 
cation of consistent behavioral indexes which ma;y .t~~tatively be 
classified into defense types. The PT presents -~~0~ubject with 
I a series of phrases dealing with a variety of oqnJ~i~tual materia~ 
I , I 
I covering the areas of aggression, sexuality, dependency, and com-! 
I 
petition. As these areas suggest, the PT' s rationale is derived I 
I from psychoanalytic theory of anxiety, and intra~~y:chlc conflict. ! I neath utilized the Phrase Association Test to induce conflict in 
I order to measure the effect of anxiety on intellectual perfor-
f mance. Mandler et al. (1961) in studying the.Tesponse to threat 
iutilized the PT to arouse emotiona.l disturbance. TJ:iey found 
~ 
jpnysiological inaexes of emotionality to, be s1gnlfican tly related , 
! ~ t to PT I could 
; 
;to a greater degree than external stress. 
scores. It is possible that the Phrase Association Test I 
serve as a situation that would. activate intrapsyc~ic stresJ 
~ The purpose cif this study was to e~tend the research of Han-
/:-:/ 
dler and Reyher in order to investigate >some of the possibilities 
·''"·'"' f,,,_, ' 
~~2:::-,··;·<J;:,.-c.·<;<;::t-·""-'"'·"'"~-':~:~.~~,._;~~-~~~'"''*'•··~·.Jl"~.'l;t'l'",~•••;r•,:"->!l:'!Pir'r,··'!!I~~~~-~,.~~-· _1..,,-o!ll,,.~~~~ .... .,.~$~~t~H~.,m!>'l~··•-·'f'--t•~W 
~ 
~ l'sur•ested above. 
_>0 
" - (utilizing a mental arithmetic task) 
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It provided botr1 an external stress condi tlon 
and an internal stress con-
. dition (using the Phrase Association Test). It explored the 
!utility of Handler'~ scoring maaual in measuring externally and 
lintrapsychically induced anxiety in the drawings of iChildren. 
I The hypotheses tested are as follows: (1) the external stress~ condition increases manifestation~ of anxiety both in male figure I 
I drawings and in automobile drawings; (2) the intrap~ychic stress I 
'· 
condition increases manifestations of anxiety bo~h in male figure 
drawings and in automobile drawings; (3) under tb.e external 
stress condition the automobile drawings show more evidence of 
_anxiety than the figure drawings; (4) under th~ 1n~rpsychic stres~ I condition tb.e male figure drawings show more evid.~CE. of anxiety I 
than the automobile drawings. 
I 
I I 
i 
I 
I 
.·,r,,;· 
2-Ietho<l i 
i ~Subjects 
~-
The subjects for this study ·were 60 fifth and sixth grade 
~ 
~boys from a parochial school in Chicago; all the boys in those 
i~~ 
!grades were included in the study. They were from a middle sociol 
These subj cots were randomly assigned to three f ~ ;; economic class. 
~ ~ 
• r. groups. 
~ 
. 
~l 
Group A received the external stress condition. Group B I 
E received ,, 
i' ~ 
Group 0 received the I 
In order to control for history effects the ' 
the intrapsychic stress condition. 
I control condition. 
I ~ ldiffer~nt c6nditions were administered on a rotating basis. 
~ ~Measures ~ i All drawings (both of an automobile and of a·person ) were 
I first coded and then scored for the following 11 anxiety indexes:~ 
~ ' ' '.1 ! distortion (.D), detail loss (DL), delineation lirie absence (DLA), J 
t erasure (E), heavy line-light line (HL-LI:), line j1continui ty ~ 
I I i (LD), omission (0), placement (P), shading (S)., s~z..e (SZ), and 
I vertical imbalance (VI). The scoring was done according to the I 
i /i scoring manual published by Handler (1967) Tb.is manual was de- i 
I" signed so that the indexes may be scored ei thet' 0,1,2,and 3. A 
1score of O indicates no anxiety while a score of 3 indicates max-~ I 
gimal anxiety. This writer scored all the drawings, but only aften 
~ ~ g ~ l ttley tlad been coded by an assistant who was unaware of the hypo- I 
i theses of trie study. As an interrater reliability check, a fourth! 
I I year eraduate student in clinical psychology unfamiliar with the 
~ 
I study, rated ?ne-third of the drawings. Pearson correlations 23 J 
~ 24 
~ 
~ I with corrections were computed and are shown in Table 1. While 
~ i these reliability coefficients were not quite high as those re-
1: 
~ported by Handler (1967), they are adequs.te, and suggest that 
~ 
i i the scoring in this study was objective. 
! 
I 
I 
~ 
! 
~ 
I 
I 
i 
I 
~ 
I 
l 
i 
I 
I 
~ 
I 
i 
w 
~ 
~ 
~ 
' " ·' ~ 
. ' 
'·" 
' 
.. 
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Table l 
Anxiety Index Interrater Reliability Coe£ficients 
~ 
.Anxiety Ind ox Pearson r ~ 
-• f; 
~ 
i 
I 
f 
~ Distortion (D) .53 I I Detail Loss (DL) .63 
" I Delineation Line Absence (DLA) .74; I Erasure (E) .83 
I ~ Heavy Line-Light Line (HL-LIJ) .58 ~ 
I ~ Line Discontinuity (LD) .51 
E 
.~ Omission (0) .85. I 
' I Placement (P) .86 .. ~ Shading (S) 082 i 
~ (SZ) .89-I Size Vertical Imbalance (VI) .88 
I 
I 
l 
~--v_,,,. __ .,,.,,,,,.,.-.-~· .... ,.-..:.<.,>v,, ... •-~,c:,....-.~,:\'~.dq;,--.,:: . .11~~."'\",""'~~~"'~"_;d~·'1tt·.i:-;_:i';o,::.~~~~'<~A<~:7'.>V~.~·:;::"~<tl!.~~,_.,nmsr 1iilllfl! :;v.t'l!:f-.7;;,:r~~·~~,.~~·~~""~;:...-,..,.r.•r·-....,.....-:r 
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I
f procedu1~e 
. Eac[1 subject was treated individually. Each received, in 
ttie following order: the prates t (human figure and auto drawing), 
t~e assigned experimental or control treatment, and the posttest 
m I (human figure and auto drawing). Each subject received all of 
I the appropriate treutrnents in one session which lasted for about .20 minutes. This was followed by questions about his experience 
~ 
!of the experimental situation, at which point the experimenter 
• ;dealt with signs of eJ~cessive anxiety. 
~ 
I~ Both the pretest and the posttest were admin.;stered in the manner described by Handler and Reyher (1966), without, however, i . I their experimental conditions. Half of the subJ~c~~. o:f ·each 
~ group were asked to draw first an auto and then,ita-': ~~an figure; 
~ I t~1e other half were asked to draw first a human t~~µre and then 
I~ an au to. This was to control for possible order:x~~.fects. The external stress condition, administered ,to, Group 'A in-
1 I lvolved five minutes of a mental arithmetic task utillzi:g the 
I addition and subtraction problems listed by Forney and .r.1.ughes I I (1961). To increase the stress, a loud buzzer was sounded when- I 
~ ever the subject missed a problem. It was also sounded at arbi- ! 
! ! trarily set intervals to indicate to the subject that he was 
tl 
a going "too slow". 
~ I fhe intrapsychic stress condition, ad~inistered to Group B, 
I consisted of the Phrase Association Test (PT). The test items 
~ 
1 
and the procedure described by Mandler, ~landler; Kremen and Sho-
zed. Howeve.~1_jp the 
~ ! present study, the phrases were sho1m on 18 11 x 24 11 cards rather 
~ 
f 
~. than on 
" 
slides and the speed of presentc:ttion of phrases was ac-
~ ~ ~cording I to each subject s rate. Further~T1ore, each subject was 
27 
';ins tructecl to 11 place yours elf in the situations" suggested by the 
;phrases. 
~ -
The average time.for presenting the PT was 5 minutes. 
l~o inc~ease ego-involvement the subjects responses-~ere taped. 
~ (This same IJrocedure, except for the "place yourself in the situ-
~ ~ ation" instructions, were administered to Groups ,A and C, but 
r .. 
r. l only following their posttest and question periods •. These 
~ 
I latter administrations of the PT were part of a pilot study i ~rather than the thesis study proper.) 
' ~ I Tho control condition consisted of 5 minutes ot silent, non- " 
i 
~directed rcading of so;ne bland, nature-lore booklets while the 
~ 
lperimenter "busied himself" with sorting the PT ca.l"ds. 
I The over-all design of this experiment is summarized in 
5 
e 'rable 2. ~ ~ 
i 
I 
I 
i 
~ Ii 
~ ~ ~ 
a 
~ 
i 
l 
I ex-~ 
l 
A 
B 
c 
Table 2 
Experimental Design 
Pre-Test External Internal Control Post- guestion Pilot 
Stress Stress --OOncr:- ---~ ~ 
(Person & 
Auto) 
II X(Mental 
.Ari th.) 
II 
ti 
X(PT) 
(Perzon, ., 
& Auto) 
(Neutral 
Reading) 
u 
(PTj 
II 
II 
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i 
I 
i 
I 
i 
,_ I Results 
'It1e .first two hYJJO theses predicted that both external stress ~ 
l ~c::nd lntrapsychic stress treD t,·r:en ts would incre8se manifestations r-
~D f anxiety on projective drawings. For l1ypotheses 1 and 2 ana-
c 
~ ~ysis of covariance for a sinzle-factor experiment (Winer, 1962) 
~ N ~vas used to investigate t~1.e differences between the three groups 
ij 
!on the posttes.t for each of the 11 anxiety indexes. These analy-
" • ~es were done separately for the automobile drawings and for the 
i toerson drawing~. 
, .. 
t( 
! 
J Table 3 gives tbe means, stdndard deviations, and g ratios 
!for the automobile drawings. It is apparent that the first two 
bypotheses were virtually· not supported by the data. Of the 11 
~ndexes only placement (P) showed a sisnlficant difference among 
e ~conditions, with a sharp drop in mean score under the external 
k 
~ t t While this seems to reflect a decrease in an-is ress reotment. 
~iety, the disc~ssion section suggests that it actually indicates 
I 
!~increased anxiety. Table 4 gives the means, standard deviation~, and l ratios ~for the :i.ale flr;ure drawings. None of ta.ese indexes were signifi-~ 
~ 
fc.s.nt; so this ds;ta failed to support the first two Q.ypotl1eses. 
~ ['However, o,::iission (0) s:1owed a marked thougi.1 not significant in-
~ 
r. 
lcrease under external stress. 
~ I Although the data yielded minimal support for these two 
'hypotheses, the si~nificant difference on placement (P) and the 
~ 
marked trend o.n omission ( O) both occurrP..t:l in response to the 
., ., ~·'"""I 
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Table 3 
.Automobile Drawings: t·~eans, Standard Deviatio~1.s, ancl F rc;tios (N=20 per condition) . - i 
l i 
Control Condition External Condition Internal Condition F p i 
-
... ~ 
Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post 
~ 
l 
~ 
' :~ SD M SD M SD M .fill M SD M SD I 
•l 
- - - -
- -
~ 
1D 1.90 .94 2.25 .77 1.65 .73 2.15 .79 1.40 • 97 1.90 .911 . o.oo >· 25 ~ 
'.I 
DL 
.65 .91 .65 1.06 l""° .86 .30 .71 .45 1.07 .85 1.02 2.10 ~25 
DLA 1.35 1.06 1.45 .74 .35 1.06 1.35 1.06 .90 '"'9 .80 .93 1.86. <· 25 
ff 
• <') r: 
~ 
E .65 1.01 .55 1.07 I .50 .86 .20 .50 .50 .87 .35 .65 0 .85 )--25 ~ ,, ~ 
HL-LL 1.25 .83 1.20 .93 I .so .60 .90 .83 1.55 .92 1.40 .86 0.01 >-25 I I LD .10 .44 .10 • 30 I .4o .92 .15 .4e I .35 .79 .20 .68 o.oo ;-.25 ~ 
~ 
0 .60 .20 .65 .79 .45 .67 .60 .73 .35 .57 .35 .57 0.57 >· 25 
p 1.05 .59 1.30 .• 71 1.30 .84 .90 .62 1.00 .55 1.15 .65 4.06 -<.C6 
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' \ Table 4 
Male Figure Drawin~s: Means, Standard Deviations, and F Ratios 
- (E=20 per condition ) -
Control Cor-dition External Condition Internal Condition F l?. 
Pre Io st Pre Post Pre Post 
l:C- SD K SD I!I SD M SD !1 i1_;_ SD 11 SD 
-
' 
D .66 12.10 1.90 .77 2.05 .77 2.20 .75 1.70 1.05 2.00 .39 0.20 >·25 ~ ~ ~ 
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sz 2.25 1.16 2.15 .35 12.30 1.05 2.55 .81 2.4-5 .97 2.05 1.02 o.oo y25 
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~ ~ 
.. 
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~ 32 I . ~external stress condition. 1.rhis suggests that the first hypo-
~ 
~ t~rnsis v1hich predicted increase in anxiety ;:aanifestB.tions under 
3 
~ 
lexternal stress received stronger support than did the second 
~ 
!hypothesis which proposed intrapsychic stress effects. 
~ 
!1 
~ The third hypotheses predicted that under external stress the 
I 
fautomobile drawings would show more evidence of anxiety than the 
~erson drawings would. The fourth hyuotheses predicted that und~r r ~ . ~ 
l1ntrapsychic stress the person drawing would show more evidence of 
lanxiety than the automobile drawings would. Usinc pretest scores 
re 
~s toe covariate, an ~•lysis of covariance for a 3 x 2 factorial 
lexperiment with repeated measures on the type of drawing (Winer, 
~962) was utilized to investigate hypotheses 3 and 4. This stat1s 
~ 
ltic yielded three F ratios, one for treatment effects, one for 
~ 
ltype of drawing effects, and one for interaction of treatments X 
H ~rawings. Such an analysis was calculated for the 6 anxiety in-
~ 
!dexes that were CO!:lSidered comparable across types' of drawings. 
r. 
·Table 5 represents the results of these analyses. 
These results showed definite support for the third and fourta 
~hypotheses, inas~uch as they indicated the operation 
~reatment effects differentiating scores on types of 
mowever, the results did not consistantly follow the 
;direction of the differences. · · ·· · 
~ 
of complex 
drawings. 
predicted 
I 
I Distortion (D) s~owed no main effect f6r treotments and no ~main effect for type of drawing. The interaction between treat-
ments and drawings wns almost significan·';. Figure 1 sho1-1s the 
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Table 5 
Covariance Analysis for Anxiety Indexes 
Oohlparable across Types of Drawing 
. --·--------
Source 
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r 
~djusted means for distortion (D), plotting means for each type 
~ 
.35 
~f drawing by condition. The automo~ile was consistently although' 
~ 
p.ot significantly higher tha.n the person. The anxiety rnanifesta-
~tions held steady under the external treatment for the automobile 
tdrawing whereas they tended to rise under the same treatment for 
~ 
' ~the person drawing. 
~ 
~ ) 1 Detail loss (DL approached significane for a main effect for 
~ ~treatments, the primary trend. being a drop in the automobile draw-
linG anxiety measure for the external stress condition. Detail 
~ 
lloss (DL) was significantly different for the two types of draw-
rngs, with the automobile consistantly hi2her on th.is index. The 
~interaction was not significant. Figure 2 represents these re-
l1a tionships graphically. 
Heavy line - light line (HL-LL) showed no significance for 
either the treatment factor or the drawing factor. The interac-
·tion, too, was i1ot sie;nificant. Figure 3 shows the.relationships 
·for this index. The automobile drawing seemed to be consistently 
figher than the person drawing, and both drawings tended to drop 
~nder the exter~nl treatment. 
~ I Placement (P) showed a significant interaction effect, but 
g 
trio main effect for either of the two f2.ctors, treatments and draw-
~ngs. A plot of adjusted means, Figure 4, indicated the inter-
~ction was disordinal, with the automobile drawing higher than 
I j ~the person drawing on the control condition, and lower than the 
~ 
erson dra1~ing on the external condition ..... 
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Size (SZ) had no significant outcomes althouc;h the ·interac-
effect approached significnnce. Figure 5 gives a plot of 
index. There was a marked trend 10 the person drawing towardl 
~increased anxiety manifestntions in response to external stress 
~ 
~and in the automobile drawing toward lessened anxiety under the 
~ ~sa2e condition. 
~ Vertical imbalance (VI) showed a sit;nificant main effect for I 
ltype of drawing; the other F ratios were not significant. The 
ii 
~ 
lplot of adjusted means, Figure 6, show the person drawing was con-
~ lsistently more imbalanced than the automobile drdwing. I Summarizing the results for these indexes which are compara-
ible across drawings, first most of the treatment effects and the 
linteract:ion effects occurred under the external treatment. Thus, 
ht apnears that only the external treatment was influential,even I ~ , 
!~though the direction of its effects were incoQsistent. This out-come suggests that the first hypothesis be rephrased to read: Ex-~ lternal stress affects anxiety manifestations on projective.draw-
r1ings. Second, trie automobile dra-wings generally showed more anxie-
ty ~anifestations than the person drawings. Following t~e predic-
tion of the third hypothesis this could be taken to mean that the 
lprilnary stress oper:.::tive in this exp.ori:nent was exte~al stress. 
IThird, the interaction effects were specific to lndexes. The fact 
!
that there were interaction effects supports the portion of hypo-
theses 3 and 4 which predicted differential effects of stress con-
jdition on type of drawinc, but the specificity of _these ~ff~cts 
did not suppo~t the general prediction of t~e directions of the 
difference be~ween drawing types. 
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Discussion 
In this section the rerml ts relevnnt to the first two hypo-
These hypotheses predicted that 
findings will be made. Finally, some comments will be offered a-
bout the specific and complex interactions between indexes, draw-
ing type, conditions, and personal styles. 
The first two hypotheseswere clearly not supported by the 
data. Virtually none of the indexes showed significant increase 
for either of the experimental groups over the control group. Of 
lthe eleven indexes only placement (P) showed a significant ~if­
~ference amon'.':j conditions, and then only for the person drawing. 
I These exceptions will be discussed later. The failure to find 
·general support for these hypotheses may have· been due to the 
·operation of several unforseen variables. First, the anxiety 
indexes as scored for this study hsve never before been used with 
~children. Consequently, one can speculate that age-appropriate 
I ~ 
'manifestations of immaturity in these children's drawin,;s might 
42 
i 43 I b~ ind is ti~guist.1abl~ f;o"' what. are sco:ed as anxiety manifesta-
i tions in aGult drawings. Koppitz (1960) reported a strong matu-
lration trend differentiating the drawings of chiidren.of age 12_ 
lyears from those 5 years_old. Unfortunately, little data are 
. availo. ble which comr;are the drawings of 12-year-olds w1t~1 tho.se o 
adults. However, if immaturity has indeed opersted as a confound 
·with anxiety in this study, then the anxiety indexes may·not,,b.ave. 
been sufficiently sensitive to differentiate between the control 
and treatment groups. 
A second confounding variable may have been "experiraentt\11-. 
xiety," i.e., anxiety due simply to participation in the study." 
Such anxiety may have occured equally across control and experi-
mental conditions and with sufficient intensity to have masked 
the effects of the formal stress conditions. A.question can also 
be raised as to whether or not the stress techniques.used were 
potent enough to arouse anxiety to the level requir_ed for mru+i- • 
festation on projective drawings. Postexperimental questioning 
indicnted that the subjects considered both the externa:l; l:lnd tb.e 
intrapsyc~ic treatments to be stressful. Typical responses to 
questioning about the external treCl tment riere: 0 I felt I. did 
lousy"; 11 At first I -vms shocked when the buzzer went. 9ff 11 ; "Felt 
kinda nervous. 11 .iiepresen ta ti ve responses to qµes tions regurding 
the intrapsycl1ic concli tion were: "I was a little nervous" (looked 
quite emba.rTassed); "P:e:1 t sorta s tr;;:nge •• • ''; "Wasn't what I ex-
pected (nervous laugh)--leaned a lot towS.;t'cl beating people up. 11 
/ 
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:There were also n num~er of behavioral manifestations of anxiety ; 
!during both stress conditions including voice tremors, knee jig~­
~ 
lling, and tenseness. T~e foregoing qualitative data suggest that i I 
lthe stress conditions were sufficient to arouse ~ anxiety manifesta-i 
!tio11s on the drm;ic.gs. J:his is i:1 contr;:st to the qualit2tive I re-~ 
lsponse to tbe non-stress control conditio~. For this neutral 
lconditions the sub,'Jects' characteristic resuonses to nostexneri-~ . ~ 
mental c1uestioning were: "The book on stars was interesting ••• "; 
"Not too excited or z.nything"; 11I don't know." .. Th.ere were no 
significnnt behavioral manifestations during the ne,u.tral reading. 
Thus the control condition seemed to be quali tat~:~ely less stress-· 
ful than the experimental conditions. Nonethel:e$S', ~-the pretest 
means shown in Tables 3 and 4 indicate that the non-stress control, 
group subjects were anxious at the start, as weI"S;;:subjects from 
the other groups. 
•; •', 
Summarizine the preceding observations: (a)}~,~}l~ ,experimental 
treDtments seemed to be quite anxlety-producing:~ijile the non-
stress, control condition seemed. to be fairly ne~t:rral; therefore, 
it appears reasonable to expect differences among: experimental and 
control groups on the posttest anxiety indexes. Yet, (b) there 
were virtually no significant differences among:the experimental 
land control groups on the :posttest rue&sures wl'tile all groups showed fairly high anxiety on the pretest. This line of reaso-
nin3 points to the operction of an unexpected variable or varia-
bles which masked the effects of the exuerimental treatments. 
- " 
i < 
i 
L1-5: 
prnmaturi ty and/or "experiment anxiety", then,. may have been a 
;source of major and unforseen vuriation in this study. 
I I Returning to the snecific i '-' ~ 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
findings on place~ent (P), which 
lshowed a significant reduction in score (i.e., lower anxiety) 
g ! i 
automobile drawing. Such a I !~under the external cornli tion for the :drop was contrary to the prediction. i Consideration of the scorin~ 
I 
for this index may clarify the unexpected result. The highest I 
scores for anxiety are obtained when the drawing ls placed in the I 
upper left hand corID:er ·of the page; the lowest scores for anxiety 1 
are obtained when the figure is centered on the page. Dennis 
(1953) presented an explanation that is more consistent with the 
results obtained in this study. He suggested that handwriting 
habits lead to common placement of drawings in the upper left-
hand corner, and that it is only when anxiety interferes with 
this hnbit that the drawings drop to the center or lower. This 
is precisely what seems to have happened in the present study. 
The score for o:nission (0) showed a :;;arked, though not significanu 
trend toward increased anxiety under the external condition· for 
the person drawing. This was in the direction predicted by the 
first hypothesis. 
fhe third hypothesis predicted that under e~ternal stress 
the automobile drawinc; would s,~.ow more evidence of anxiety than 
would the person draYings. The fourth hypothesis predicted that 
under the intrapsychic stress c·ndition the person drowincs would 
show more evi.dence of anxiety than would the automobile drawings. 
I s 
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I theses, . . . . I particularly for the oper:1tion of complex treatment effects 
~ ldlfferentiating score on the automobile drawings from scores on I . . 
I the person dr2,wings. However, the results did not consistently 
'follow the predicted direction of the differences. I 'rhe str::tistical results that are relevant to the third and 
1 :.fourth h;7potheses are si101im in Table 5. $oille of these statistics I indicated a main effect for type of drawing; others indicated an 
in ter2.ction effect of trestmen ts by dra·wings. Bo th detail loss 
(DL) and vertical imbaJJJnce (VI) showed significant differences 
for type of drawing averaged across conditions. The automobile 
drawing was consistently higher than the person drawing on the 
detail loss (DL) index which suggests that the prin:ary source of 
stress was external. In contrast the person drawing was signifi-
cantly higher than the automobile drawing on vertical imbalance 
(VI) which leads to an opposite conclusion: that the primary 
stress source was internal. A parsi:nonious explanation of this 
incongruity is that the broad-based Butomobile drawing does not 
lend itself as readily as th~ vertical person drawin~ to imbalance~ 
Stated differently, one could hypothesize that in a comparison be-
tween drawin;::s of a person "lyine; do;:n" and drawings of a person 
"standing ug, 11 one would find significantly less imbalance in ·the 
reclining person even under neutral conditions. Findings for the 
other variab-les lend !i1ore support to the detail loss data which 
su;gested· that the source of stress in this study was external 
and also to the conjecture that the finding.of greater vertical 
imba ~nee for the uerson drawin~ was a artifact. 
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1 · The stc.tistic~l resul to relevant to the differential effects 
lpredicted by hypotheses 3 and 4 indicated a signif1cant interac~ 
ltion b~tween treatments and type of drawing. Placement (P) 
I I sho·wed such a significant interaction e;~'fect while distortion (D) i 
'.and size (SZ) show.e:i marked, hut not quite significant, interaction1 
·effects. 
For· placement (P) the interaction co~sisted of the markedly 
,~. 
greater drop in the automobile score under the external condition 
compared with the person dra-1-Ting. The reader may recall that 
interpretation of this finding based on a habit interference mode11· 
sur:;ges ts that the drop in score is indicative .·~f.,:~~;~a ter anxiety. II 
,~.~.'!, 
Following the same line of reasoning, it is apparent that the per-
son drawing sho;;ed less anxiety on this index. Th1.s interaction 
provides direct support for the prediction of hypbth~sis 3 that 
nder the external trc;atment the auto·Dobile drawing would show 
~\ !~­
. ,,~ ... 
· grefter anxiety manifestation than the person drawing. At the 
same time, the person drawing under the control condition showed 
ore anxiety than the automobile drawing. This finding may be 
interpreted to mean that in a meutral situation the only possible 
source is intrnpsychic and this kind of anxiety is tapped by the 
task of drmdns a. person and not by drawing an automobile. 
On the distortion (D) measure, the automobile yielded quite 
consist~ntly higher anxiety scores across conditions althou~h 
this was not statistically significant. The more marked interac-
tion effect for distortion (Jet still no~ significant) involved 
g . 4
n 
0 I a tendency for anxiety scores on the automobile d:r,-17w1ng to drop 
lin res~onse to treatment conditions while score~ on the person I rose. These tren~s are confusing in view of tb.e hypotb.eses, but 
i they mG.y be a function of the f';ct that the mean distortion .score 
~ 
ifor each of the drawings in each of the conditions was above 2 on 
I a 0 to 3 point scale. It is likely that the rrexperiment anxiety" 
I I confound mentioned earlier was quite strongly operative o~.d~stor 
ltion (D), especially in view of tb.e fact t~t the mean score~ for I the automobile drawing which was consistently higher on this .. i,zlde 
a regression to the mean took place. Size (SZ) approached s1~~1f1 
canoe for the interaction, with anxiety manifestations rising 
sharply for the person drawing under 
idropping for the automobile drawing. This is contrary to what 
·lwas predicted by the hypotheses. Still both dra:wings had high 
anxiety scores. Handler and Reyher (1964) interpret~d high 
anxiety scores on both the automobile and person.drawings by the 
' : j 
same subject as indicating an external source of stress., •. 
Heavy line-li8ht line (HL-LL) showed no main effect~ ;f'or con-
1 di tions or type of drawing and no sie;nificant intera9,tion. Hand-
.1er .a·t-1d Reyher ( 1966) suggested that heavy line reflects external I stress and that light line represents internal str.ess. If indeed 
~different sources of stress are indicated by heavy line and light 
line, then cor:ibining them in a signle index might lead to each 
~cancelling the ot~iers efi'oct. This seems to have been what hap-
pened in the pre~ent study. 
Su marizin. the results for those indexes which are compara-
I 
~ 
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Ible across drawings: (a) most of the treat~ent effects and the 
t -
linteraction effects se'e,ned to be due to tbo external stress con-
~ 
ldition; (b) the automobile 
r1 
! 
drawing consistently showed more anxie~ 
person drawing; (c) the interaction i . lty manifestations than the 
effects were specific to indexes. I 
In comparing the results of this study with those obtained b~ 
_Handler and Reyher (196LJ.), it is clear that the 'significant main 
effect of treatments that they reported with college subjects wer~ 
not obtained with the present child subjects. Besides the diffe- f 
ranee in age between these two groups of subjects there were 
three important differences in methodology: 1) Handler and Reyher 
used tl1e subjects as their 01,m control rather than employing a 
separate control group; 2) they obtained the nonstress condition 
drawings in a group adndnistration; and 3) they stressed their 
subjects for a longer period before they started the stress con-
di tion drawings and they continued sti~essing them-·while they were I 
actually dra:wing. The question arises as to how comparable their I 
two drawing ccmdi tions were on variables other th.an stress. The 
possibility of the operation of sic;nifican t experimenter e"ffects 
duri~g the stress condition seemed great, especially as tie experir 
I 
Regard- I 
however,! 
the present study seemed to be in acre agreement with the Handler 
and Reyher study. The ~ame CTay be said of interaction effects, 
except that the direction of the interactions were not as con-
50 
i 
isistent for the ~resent study. 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
In retrospect it seGms that some of~ the indexes may simply 
~be poor me:.;cures of D.{1xiet7, and should ·be reexamined in terms of 
~ 
l~o~e i~~ensiv 0 studv involving the speci .fie oo_erations which ~ ~...t ·- • ..L V ... I t.; V '-~ -
~ ~enter into the ~nore promising ind1~xes •. It appers clear that no 
~i I one-to-one rela tionshi1) exists between 1.Lny siJ13le index and t:1e 
I iprcsence of anxiety in a personality. k-nxiety can be expressed 
" ~ . 11n different drawings i~ different ~ays - by different children or 
l lby one child in different situations. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
~ 
! 
!l 
' 
Sumrnary 
This investigation explored differential I str~ss lti.::d to in trapsychic st~ess treu b1ents as measured by anxie-
1 ty indexes on automobile drawings and person drawings. The study 
f was based primarily on the empirical investigations of Handler 
land Reyher (1964}. 
I 
i 
--Sixty fifth and sixth grade bojs_were randomly assign~d to 
three groups. Group A received an external stress treatment. 
Group B received an intrapsychic stress treatment. Group C re-
ceived a non-stress control treatment. Pretest and posttest draw~ 
ings of both an automobile and a person were obtained from each 
subject and scored for 11 anxiety indexes. 
The results showed no main effect for treatments, some main 
effect for type of drawing, and some interaction effects between 
' trea t·.nen ts and type of drawing which were specific ·to each anxiet 
index. 
The possibility of the operation of confounding variables wa, 
discussed. Observations were made about the specific and colllplex·j 
!interactions between indexes, drawing type, experimental conditio~s and personal styles. 
I 
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